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Abstract

Power models are needed to assess the power consumption of cel-
lular base stations (BSs) on an abstract level. Currently available
models are either too simplified to cover necessary aspects or overly
complex. We provide a parameterized linear power model which covers
the individual aspects of a BS which are relevant for a power consump-
tion analysis, especially the transmission bandwidth and the number
of radio chains. Details reflecting the underlying architecture are ab-
stracted in favor of simplicity and applicability. We identify current
power-saving techniques of cellular networks for which this model can
be used. Furthermore, the parameter set of typical commercial BSs is
provided and compared to the underlying complex model. The com-
plex model is well approximated while only using a fraction of the input
parameters.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the power consumption of cellular networks has become a point
of interest in research and even been taken into consideration for the stan-
dardization of future cellular networks like Long Term Evolution (LTE)-
Advanced [1]. It was found in [2] that in cellular networks the element which
causes the largest share of overall consumption is the base station (BS).
Numerous techniques have consequently been proposed by which the power
consumption of BSs can be reduced [3–8]. Some of these techniques only
consider transmission power while others take into consideration that the
generation of the radio signal also consumes power in circuitry by employ-
ing power models. Such power models describe abstractly how much power
a transmitter consumes and how this consumption depends on operating
parameters. In the past, the modelling of BS power consumption often had
to be based on intuition until the first power models were published [9–13].
Simple models like [9, 10] allow computing the power consumption of a BS
for specific configurations. In contrast, the non-linear complex model de-
scribed by Desset et al. [13] is derived from the combination of each of
a BS’ subcomponents. This allows inspecting the power consumption to
such detailed level as the effect of giga operations per second or transistor
gate lengths, but is unwieldy to apply. In this paper, we extend the work
in [11,12] by maintaining simplicity while integrating two relevant operating
variables into the model, namely the power amplifier (PA)’s output range
and the transmission bandwidth. The proposed model allows assessing the
power consumption of all techniques that are currently employed to reduce
the power consumption of BS while conserving simplicity.

The scope of the model is described in Section 2. The model is subse-
quently presented in Section 3. In Section 4, it is discussed and compared
to the complex model. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Power Model Scope

Power saving techniques in literature can be generally divided into design
changes and operating approaches. Design changes affect the layout of the
network or the hardware architecture. For example, in [14] it is proposed
that the use of heterogeneous networks will positively affect the network
power consumption under certain conditions. Cui et al. [4] show how ad-
justing the number of antennas affects power consumption. In contrast to
design changes, operating approaches manipulate the functionality of a BS
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during operation. Here, proposed techniques are the reduction of transmis-
sion power [5], the deactivation of unneeded antennas [6], the adaptation of
the transmission bandwidth [7] and the use of low power consumption sleep
modes of varied durations [8].

The model presented in this paper encompasses all of these approaches
to allow for a direct comparison while abstracting parameters which can
either be assumed to be constant or have been shown to have little effect in
the studied scenarios, such as modulation and coding settings, equipment
manufacturing details and leakage powers [13]. To this extent, the following
is covered in the proposed model:

• The different BS types of a heterogeneous network are modelled by
applying different parameter sets to the same model equations.

• The number of transmission antennas and radio chains affects con-
sumption during design and operation.

• The same holds true for transmission power, which affects the design
indirectly by choice of a suitable power amplifier as well as the opera-
tion directly.

• Also, transmission bandwidth and sleep modes are modelled in their
effect on BS power consumption.

3 Base Station Power Model

It was found in [11] that the supply power consumption of a BS can be ap-
proximated as an affine function of transmission power. In other words, the
consumption can be represented by a static (load-independent) share, P0,
with an added load-dependent share that increases linearly by a power gra-
dient, ∆p. The maximum supply power consumption, P1, is reached when
transmitting at maximum total transmission power, Pmax. Furthermore, a
BS may enter a sleep mode with lowered consumption, Psleep, when it is
not transmitting. Fig. 1 shows an illustration. Total power consumption
considering the number of sectors, Msec, is then formulated as

Psupply(χ) =

{

Msec (P1 +∆pPmax(χ− 1)) if 0 < χ ≤ 1

MsecPsleep if χ = 0,
(1)

where P1 = P0 +∆pPmax. The scaling parameter χ is the load share, where
χ = 1 indicates a fully loaded system, e.g. transmitting at full power and full
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Figure 1: Load-dependent power model for an LTE BS.

bandwidth, and χ = 0 indicates an idle system. To further understand the
contribution of different parameters on this basic model, we parameterize
the maximum supply power consumption, P1. We first establish how power
consumption scales with the transmission bandwidth in Hz, W , the number
of BS radio chains/antennas, D, and the maximum transmission power in W,
Pmax. This requires to consider the main units of a BS: PA, radio frequency
(RF) small-signal transceiver, baseband (BB) engine, direct-current (DC)-
DC converter, active cooling and mains supply (MS). The dependence of
the BS units on W , D and Pmax can be approximated as follows [13]:

• Both the power consumptions of BB and RF, PBB and PRF, respec-
tively, scale linearly with bandwidth, W , in and the number of BS
antennas D. For some basic consumptions, P ′

BB and P ′

RF, we thus
define

PBB = D
W

10 MHz
P ′

BB (2)

and

PRF = D
W

10 MHz
P ′

RF. (3)

• The PA power consumption PPA depends on the maximum transmis-
sion power per antenna Pmax/D and the PA efficiency ηPA. Also,
possible feeder cable losses, σfeed, have to be accounted for:

PPA =
Pmax

DηPA(1−σfeed)
. (4)

• Losses incurred by DC-DC conversion, MS and active cooling scale
linearly with the power consumption of other components and may
be approximated by the loss factors σDC, σMS, and σcool, respectively.
These losses are included in the model as losses of a total according
to [11]. Active cooling is typically only applied in Macro type BSs.
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These assumptions are combined to calculate the maximum power con-
sumption of a BS sector,

P1 =
PBB + PRF + PPA

(1−σDC)(1−σMS)(1−σcool)
(5a)

=
D W

10 MHz (P
′

BB + P ′

RF) +
Pmax

DηPA(1−σfeed)

(1−σDC)(1−σMS)(1−σcool)
. (5b)

An important characteristic of a PA is that operation at lower transmit
powers reduces the efficiency of the PA and that, consequently, power con-
sumption is not a linear function of the PA output power. This is resolved
by taking into account the ratio of maximum transmission power of the PA
from the data sheet, PPA,limit to the maximum transmission power of the PA
during operation Pmax

D
. The current transmission power can be adjusted by

adapting the DC supply voltage, which impacts the offset power of the PA.
The efficiency is assumed to decrease by a factor of γ for each halving of the
transmission power. The efficiency is thus maximal when Pmax = PPA,limit in
single antenna transmission and was heuristically found to be well-described
by

ηPA = ηPA,max

[

1− γ log2

(

PPA,limit

Pmax/D

)]

, (6)

where ηPA,max is the maximum PA efficiency.
The reduction of power consumption during sleep modes is achieved by

powering off PAs and reduced computations necessary in the BB engine.
For simplicity, we only model the dependence on D as each PA is powered
off. Thus, Psleep, is approximated as

Psleep = DPsleep,0, (7)

where Psleep,0 is a reference value for the single antenna BS chosen such that
Psleep matches the complex model value for two antennas.

4 Results and Discussion

The parameterized power model is applied to approximate the consumption
of the Macro, Pico and Femto BSs which are described in the complex
model. Parameters are chosen where possible according to [11], such as
losses, efficiencies and power limits. The remaining parameters are adapted
such that a closer match to the complex model could be achieved. The
resulting parameter breakdown is provided in Table 1. The proposed and the
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BS type PPA,limit ηPA,max γ P ′

BB P ′

RF σfeed σDC σcool σMS MSec Pmax P1

/W /W /W /W /W

Macro 80.00 0.36 0.15 29.4 12.9 0.5 0.075 0.1 0.09 3 40.00 460.4

Pico 0.25 0.08 0.20 4.0 1.2 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.11 1 0.25 17.4

Femto 0.10 0.05 0.10 2.5 0.6 0.0 0.09 0.0 0.11 1 0.10 12.0

Table 1: Parameter breakdown.

complex power models are compared for a bandwidth sweep with a varying
number of transmit antennas in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4, for a Macro, a Pico
and a Femto station, respectively. Although two parameters, the bandwidth
and the number of BS antennas, are varied, the parameterized model can
be seen to closely approximate the complex model for all BS types. The
largest deviation of the parameterized model from the complex model occurs
when modeling four transmit antennas. This is caused by the fact that the
parameterized model considers a constant slope, ∆p, which is independent
of D. In contrast, the PA efficiency in the complex model decreases with
rising D, leading to an increasing slope which can not be matched by a
constant slope. This deviation is a trade-off between simplicity and model
accuracy.

In addition to providing a solid reference, the model and the parameters
can provide a basis for exploration. Individual parameters can be changed
to observe the resulting variation in power consumption. With regard to the
number of antennas, the parameterized model can only be verified up to four
antennas, which is the extent of the complex model. Extending the system
bandwidth, for example to 20 MHz, is expected to increase the BB and RF
power consumption. The other parameters such as the transmission power
and losses are expected to remain unaffected by different system bandwidths.
Adapting the design maximum transmission power, Pmax, affects the PA
efficiencies, which decrease with Pmax.

5 Conclusion and remarks

In this paper, we have provided a parameterized power model which allows
calculating the power consumption of a modern BS based on important
design and operation parameters. The model is much simpler and more
applicable than the model it was derived from. A comparison of the param-
eterized model with the source model is provided.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the parameterized with the complex model [13]
power models for the Macro BS type with 40 W transmission power.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the parameterized with the complex model [13]
power models for the Pico BS type with 0.25 W transmission power.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the parameterized with the complex model [13]
power models for the Femto BS type with 0.1 W transmission power.
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